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Inference attack model
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Database instance t

Unauthorized query

Authorized 
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ψA,1

ψA,n

ψA,1(t)

ψA,n(t)

ψUA(t) ???

ψUA
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Database queries
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Name TA

Bob OS

Bob HW

TA Salary

HW 500

Database instance

Which courses does Bob serve as TA?

How much are salaries for HW?

Unauthorized query: 
Bob’s TA salary for HW?

Name TA Salary

Bob HW 500

Inference (natural join)

Authorized 
queries

Name TA Salary

Alice OS 300

Alice SE 200

Bob OS 300

Bob HW 500

Carol OS 200

Carol SE 300

NG



Database queries
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Name TA Salary

Alice OS 300

Alice SE 200

Bob OS 300

Bob HW 500

Carol OS 200

Carol SE 300

Name TA

Alice OS

Alice SE

TA Salary

SE 200

SE 300Database instance

Which courses does Alice serve as TA?

How much are salaries for SE?

Unauthorized query: 
Alice’s TA salary for SE?

Name TA Salary

Alice SE 200

Name TA Salary

Alice SE 300
or

Inference (natural join)

Authorized 
queries

NG



k-secrecy

 “No information on password.”∞-secret

 “Password is 512bits long.” 2512-secret

 “Password is either 1234 or 4321.”

2-secret

 “Password is 1234.” 1-secret = not secret
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more secure

less secure



Outline

 Formal model for XML databases

 Inference attack & k-secrecy

 Verification algorithm for k-secrecy

 Experiments

 Related work

K. Hashimoto, et al., Verification of the security against inference 
attacks on XML databases, APWeb 2008 (LNCS 4976), revised 
version: IEICE Trans. Inf. & Syst., E92-D(5), 2009. 
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Our model

 XML database instance: unranked (ordered) tree

 Database schema: tree automaton

 Query: tree transducer

 Basic tool:
 Closure property and decidability of regular tree languages

 Regularity preserving property of tree transducers
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String automaton

a   a         b        b b

q0 q0 q1 q1 q1

finite control (state)

transition

Rules:

q0 a → q0

q0 b → q1

q1 b → q1



String automaton (rotate 90°)

Rules:

q0 a → q0

q0 b → q1

q1 b → q1

q0

q0

q1

q1

q1

a

a

b

b

b

transition



From string to tree

Rules:

q0 a → q1* q0 q2*

q0 b → ε

q1 c → ε

q2 d → ε
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c          a          d          d transition

c         c b          d

a
q0

q0 q2
q1 q1

q0 q2 q2
q1

Term representation of tree:
a(ca(ccbd)dd)



Tree automaton

A tree automaton is a tuple A=(Q, Σ, q0, R) where

Q: states, Σ: alphabet, q0∈Q: initial state, R: rules.

A rule is of the form:  q b → e where q∈Q, b∈Σ, and 
e⊆Q*is a regular string language.

Ex. ({q0, q1, q2}, {a, b, c, d}, q0, 

{q0a → q1q0 q2 , q0b → ε, 

q1c → ε, q2d → ε})

topdown ⇔ bottomup
nondeterministic

⇔deterministic 11

c          a          d 
q0

c          a          d

a

q0

q0

q2

q2

q2

q1

q1

q1

c          b          d
q0



TA Transitions

Rules: q0a → q1q0 q2 , q0b → ε, q1c → ε, q2d → ε

Transition relation: 

q0(a(ca(cbd)d)) →* a(q1(c)q0(a(cbd))q2(d) )

→* a(q1(c)q0(a(cbd))q2(d) )→* a(cq0(a(cbd))d)

→* a(ca(q1(c)q0(b)q2(d))d)

→* a(ca(cbd)d)

tree w/o state:

accepting configuration
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c          b          d
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q0

q0

q2

q2

q1

q1



TA language

For TA A =(Q, Σ, q0, R), let L(A) = { t | q0(t) →* t}, the 
language recognized by A.

Ex. For A=(…, {q0a → q1q0 q2 , q0b → ε, q1c → ε, q2d → ε}), 

L(A) = { b, a(cbd), a(ca(cbd)d), a(ca(ca(cbd)d)d), ...}.

A tree language L is regular

if ∃TA (tree automaton) A 
such that L=L(A). 
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Tree transducer

A tree transducer (TT): maps an input tree to output trees. 

: can be defined as an extension of TA

(formal def. omitted).

For a TT ψ, let ψ(t) denote the set of output trees for t and 

ψ(L) = { ψ(t) | t∈L}. 

 A TT (tree transducer) ψ is regularity preserving if ∀
regular L, ψ(L) is also regular. 
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L ψ(L)

ψ

: regular : regular

: regularity
preserving



XML database instance

students

student           student                        student

name    TA     name     TA        name       TA  scholarship

Alice   crs  crs  Bob  crs   crs   Carol    crs    crs    500

OS   SE            OS    HW              OS    SE
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XML query

students

student           student                        student

name    TA     name     TA        name       TA  scholarship

Alice   crs  crs  Bob  crs   crs   Carol    crs    crs    500

students

OS   SE            OS    HW              OS    SE

student

crs  crs  scholarship

OS    SE     500
16

“SELECT course, scholarship
WHERE scholarship element exists.”



Inference attack model (revisited)
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t

Database instance

Unauthorized query

Authorized 
queries

Inference attack

ψA,1

ψA,n

ψA,1(t)

ψA,n(t)

ψUA(t) ???

ψUA

:

(Hereafter, assume n=1 for simplicity.)

NG



Inference attack model
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ψA
-1

ψA(t)

ψUA

ψA
-1(ψA(t))

ψUA(ψA
-1(ψA(t))∩L(S)): 

candidates of results of 
unauthorized query

L(S): 
instances 
conforming 
schema S

: real ones

Attacker’s
inference

t

Note: if ψA is one-to-one, 
ψA

-1(ψA(t)) = t.
(Attack succeeds.) 

ψ-1(L) = { t | ψ(t)∩L ≠ φ }, the inverse of ψ.



Verification problem

<S, ψA, ψUA, t, k> 

S: XML schema (TA), ψA: authorized query (TT), 

ψUA: unauthorized query (TT), 

t: database instance (tree), k(≧2): threshold.

Let C = ψUA(ψA
-1 (ψA (t))∩L(S)), the inference result.

Def. If C is infinite, t is ∞-secret. If |C|≧k, t is k-secret. 

(By definition, ∞-secrecy implies k-secrecy for ∀k.

(k+1)-secrecy implies k-secrecy for ∀k. )
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Verification problem

<S, ψA, ψUA, t, k> 

S: XML schema (TA), ψA: authorized query (TT), 

ψUA: unauthorized query (TT), 

t: database instance (tree), k(≧2): threshold.
Decide whether t is ∞-secret.  If not, decide whether t is k-

secret.

Note. Attacker knows ψA (t), but does not know t.

Also, attacker knows ψUA(source code of unauthorized query) but 
cannot execute ψUA on t since he does not know t.
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Properties of regular (tree) languages

Property 1:  Class of regular languages is closed under 
Boolean operations. (If L1 and L2 are regular, L1, L1∪L2, 
L1∩L2 are also regular.)

Property 2:  For regular languages, emptiness (L=φ?), 
finiteness (Is L a finite set?) and k-cardinality ( |L|≦k?) 
are decidable.

Corollary:  For regular languages, membership, 
equivalence and inclusion are decidable. 
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Decidability of secrecy

<S, ψA, ψUA, t, k> 

S: XML schema (TA), ψA: authorized query (TT), 

ψUA: unauthorized query (TT), 

t: database instance (tree), k(≧2): threshold.

C = ψUA(ψA
-1 (ψA (t))∩L(S)).

Theorem: If ψA
-1 and ψUA are regularity preserving, both 

∞-secrecy and k-secrecy are decidable. 

Complexity:  non-elementary.
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Relabeling and Deleting TTs

Property: Assume a query ψ is a composition of 
relabeling TTs followed by at most one deleting TT. 

ψ is regularity preserving 

if deleting TT does not delete internal nodes. 

ψ-1 is regularity preserving.

⇒ Verification problem is decidable.
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Example

students

student           student                        student

name    TA     name     TA        name       TA  scholarship

Alice   crs  crs  Bob  crs   crs   Carol    crs    crs    500

OS   SE            OS    HW              OS    SE
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$ $

$ # $ # $ #

1. Student is relabeled with $
if it doesn’t have scholarship.

2. Name is relabeled with $.
TA is relabeled with #.

3. Nodes labeled with # and
subtrees rooted with $ are
deleted.

students

student

crs crs scholarship

OS   SE       500



Relabeling and Deleting TTs
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Property: Assume a query ψ is a composition of 
relabeling TTs followed by at most one deleting TT. 

ψ is regularity preserving 

if deleting TT does not delete internal nodes. 

ψ-1 is regularity preserving.

⇒ Verification problem is decidable.
Complexity: deterministic EXP time.

Data complexity†: polynomial time.
† Complexity when inputs other than database instance is fixed.



Experiments
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CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) 
X5355 2.66GHz

Memory: 4GB  
Java: JDK1.5.0    
Java VM heap: 1400MB

Number of “student” elements
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Related Work 1

 k-secrecy (XML databases)

|ψUA(ψA
-1 (ψA (t))∩L(S)) | ≧ k ?

 k-diversity (relational databases)
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Related Work 2

 k-secrecy

|ψUA(ψA
-1 (ψA (t))∩L(S)) | ≧ k ?

 Information flow

Noninterference: LIN = LIN|OUT

Qualitative information flow: log|LIN| - log|LIN|OUT|

x LIN: set of possible (secure) inputs

LIN|OUT: set of possible inputs

after knowing the output

Ex. log|LIN| - log|LIN|OUT|

y = 8bits – 5bits = 3bits.
28

in x, out y:  8bits
y = x & 00000111



Related Work 3

 k-secrecy

|ψUA(ψA
-1 (ψA (t))∩L(S)) | ≧ k ?

 Security verification of cryptographic protocols

ψattack(Led)∩Lsec = Φ ?

Led ψattack(Led)

29

Information obtained
by eavesdropping

Attacker’s inference

Lsec: secure
information



Conclusions

 k-secrecy as metric of security against inference attacks.

 Regularity preservation as key property for the 
verification to be decidable.

 Scalability of the verification algorithm.
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